
Introduction:
Matthew Arnold, A Teddy Bea.a

and a List of Touchstones

by Perry Nodelman

The best children's books are what we want; the best children's
books will be found to have a power of forming, sustaining and
delighting us, as nothing else can. A clearer, deeper sense of the
best in children's books, and all of the strength and ioy to be drawn
from them, is the most precious benefit we can gather from a
collection of essays such as the present.

Well, you say, maybe; perhaps I agree in principle-but why
say it in such old-fashioned prose? ln fact, neither the stately prose
nor the ideas it expresses are my own; my f irst paragraph is an act
of outright plagiarism. Replace the phrase "children's books" with
the word "poetry," the phrase "collection of essays" with "poetical
collection," and you have, almost word for word, part of the
introduction that the English poet and essayist Matthew Arnold
wrote in 1BBO for an anthology of poems by T.H. Ward. That
introduction, called "The Study of Poetry," gives this book its title:
for in it, Arnold put forth his famous proposition that great poetry
might act as a touchstone.

Arnold used the word as a metaphor: the streaks left by gold
or silver on touchstones, hard black stones like jasper or basalt,
can be compared with the streaks left by alloys, in order to
determine the quality of the metals. Arnold was thinking of that
when he said,

lndeed there can be no more useful help for discovering
what poetry belongs to the class of the truly excellent, and
can therefore do us most good, than to have always in
one's mind lines and expressions of the great masters, and
to apply them as a touchstone to other poetry. Of course
we are not to require this other poetry to resemble them; it
may be very dissimilar. But if we have any tact we shall
find them, when we lodge them well in our minds, an
infallible touchstone for detecting the presence or absence
of high poetic quality, and also the degree of this quality,
in all other poetry we may place beside them. (241-2)

Arnold's conception of touchstones may well have laid the
toundation for literary study as we now know it. He voiced these
ideas before English literature was a subject of formal study; and
when that study developed late in the last century and early in this
one, it was based in great part on Arnold's ideas. lt continues to be
so; teachers still select works of literature for study at least



partially in terms of the potential such works have to act as

iouchston"s for students in iheir future reading, understanding and

evaluation of literature.
Each of the essays in these volumes is an attempt to explain

why i particular children's book might be considered a touchstone-
u nbof Uesiae which we may place other children's books in order

to make judgments about their excellence.
The'mere idea of such a collection of essays raises two

obvious questions. First, why bother? Why does anybody need

touchstones for children's literature? second, even if we assume

that such touchstones might be useful, who has the right to choose

them? I can best unr*"i the first question with some personal

nlttory; and since I was one of the group of people.wh.o had the

undeniable arrogance to proclaim that these particular books are'

,a""i, the touclhstones for children's literature, I must answer the

second with a defense of that arrogance'
First, the history. When I began, more than a decade ago' to

teach children's literature, I wai already a university teacher of

English literature, a specialist in Victorian poetry' l. knew a lot

abSrt munnew Arnold, and not much about children's books. But in

the middle nineteen-seventies, hardly anybody wanted to learn about

Victorian poetry; in those days, young men's fancies did not turn

figf,iiv 
", 

often io thoughts of Tennyson, and iust about never to the

UEriinut has been knSwn and thought in the world. Meanwhile,

however, everybody wanted to study children's literature' Some

*""tua io so in order to turn their backs on the military-industrial
complex and learn to be like innocent flowers again; some were

".t""iiv ftiuine children, and feeling a. responsibility to provide

them with the-correct books along with the correct educational

toys, lest the def iciency of their primary years should later prevent

them from getting into the right law schools; and some just wanted

io-fu"a a 16b in"the school system. But they all wanted to take

courses in children's literaturej so, like many university teachers of
my time, I had to switch fields.' I had six months to work up a course;' and the first thing I

thought of was a teddy bear. I had the bear when I was young-not
when I was two or three, mind you, but when I was twenty-two or

tnr"". r bought it during my first few weeks of graduate studies at

u ,"pf,irti.uLd Eastern"university. Far.away from my small under-

gtuduut" college in the midwestern boondocks, I was suddenly

,-"pp"i.a to be"sophisticated, and I did notfeel very sophisticated;
i-Uougf,t the bear, I suspect, because I needed something of

childhood still.
The bear sums up what children's literature meant to me' back

then before I had seriously studied it. lt represented an. adult's

nostalgia for an innocence he was supposed to have left behind; in

fuc1, f"iuttiiied my purchase of the bear by saying that it looked

i"ii'f irc Winnie the'pooh, a character in.a book I had iust read for

in" iirrt time, and enjoyed for its delightful evocation of the



carefree innocence of childhood. Books like Winnie the Pooh may
have been intended to open the eyes of young readers to the ways
of the world; I read them as momentry escapes, eye-closing
experiences. ln other words, I misunderstood utterly what such
books might be for, or how they might best be read. And I was not
untypical. Adults who enjoy children's books, and are even
actually willing to teach courses about children's books, all too
often tend to be dewy-eyed escapists, and their approach to
children's literature tends all too often to be based in nostalgia.

Furthermore, my own nostalgia was fake-as such nostalgia
often is. My bear evoked a past I never experienced. As a child, I

had not had a stuffed bear, and I had not read Pooh. I can recall
exactly one story and one poem from my early years. When I was
ten, I went through all the Oz books in my community library;
there were three. Then I discoved Thomas B. Costain and Perry
Mason, and thatwas the end of my reading of children's books-
at least until graduate school.

When I was asked to teach children's literature, therefore, I

had no idea whatsoever about what books to teach, except for
Winnie the Pooh. And the students who would enroll in a course in
children's literature were not likely to be weary-minded literati in
search of exquisite pseudo-nostalgia; I quickly realized that,
during a horrific series of phone calls from students asking for
permission to take my course without the required prerequisite,
rvhich was a course in English at the freshman level. When I asked
these callers why they didn't have the prerequisite, their answer
rvas always the same: "l love children, but I hate literature." I tried.
as gently as I could, to suggest that it might not be wise of
someone who didn't like literature to take a course in literature;
but I did begin to wonder if there might be some way of identifying
a good children's book that would be a practical guide for people
who loved children-excellence in terms other than the interests
of bear-owning adults.

Ten years ago, I didn't know if there was. But I quickly
discovered that a lot of people thought they did know, and that
drose people had written books about it. And as an expert in
$iterature and an ignoramus about children, I was thoroughly
unsettled by these guides to children's Iiterature.

My literary expertise had left me with the prejudice that a book
cotrld be considered good on the grounds of its literary merit. And
$fterary merit, as I understood it then, depended exclusively on
qualities like uniqueness and unity of vision, on subtle use of
hrnguage and such. But while the guides I found myself reading did
${Dmetimes make grand statements about "depth of character" and
'scintillating style," what they went into in great detail was
si0rnethi ng qu ite d ifferent.

Some of the guides told me how the good books were the ones
ftftlat reinforced healthy attitudes; the healthier the attitudes, the
ihetter the book. Other guides told me that the good books were

u



the ones that children liked to read; the more children liked it, the
better the book. But they all made judgments of excellence in
terms of the effects of books on their audience-and that
astbnished me, for in the ivory tower of literary study I had

hitherto inhabited, one certainly did not iudge books by how they
affected audiences; in fact, one often judged audiences by the
extent to which they were affected by books, so that, for instance,
anyone who wasn't overwhelmed by Shakespeare was simply
assumed to be an intransigent dummy.

As I leafed tl rrough these various guides, I petulantly found
myself wondering what l'd got myself into. I didn't know anything
about what children liked or what was good for them, and I

certainly didn't know what they might be capable of enjoying or
learning from at various stages of their development: surely it was

u.ortt" in literature I had agreed to teach, not one in child
psychology. And in any case, I asked myself, in a fit of indignant
anger at my o*n ignorance, how could the writers of these guides

know what children like or need to learn? Who decides what
children need to learn? lwanted to teach literary enjoyment, not
how to propagandize for good values. And who says what children
like to read? Some children, sure, but all of them? Always?

So I made what struck me as a courageous decision, and
committed myself to my ignorance: I would stick with what I

knew. My course would be about literature, not child psychology;
and in choosing what to teach, I would dismiss all considerations
of what children like or need. After all, I told myself, I didn't
teach Tennyson's Enoch Arden instead of his In Memoriam just

because more Victorians read and enjoyed Enoch Arden; ln
Memoriam was more interesting, more subtle-a better poem. And
I didn't teach /n Memoriam because I agreed with and wanted to
inculcate in my students its distinctly peculiar vision of life; I

taught it because I did find its vision of life peculiar, and therefore,
inte-resting to talk about. I taught what struck me as being worth
teaching, not what I thought would be fun for my students (few
undergraduates get the giggles over ln Memoriam), and not what I

thought would be good for them (or at least, not good in any way but
in the encouragement of their pleasure in good literature); I saw
no reason why I should treat children's literature any differently'

Well, that was not quite the whole truth: one of the main
reasons I taught tn Memo,riam was that I knew I was supposed to'
Unlike Enoch Arden, ln Memoriam appears in most textbooks of
Victorian literature; I had first studied it myself in my undergraduate
years, and articles about it appeared in scholarly journals far more
irequently than did articles on Enoch Arden. Whether through wise
conviction or lazy familiarity, specialists agreed that it was a poem

teachers should teach and students should learn about.
But the only such agreement amongst specialists in children's

literature seemed to be 6ased on suppositions about the likes and
needs of children-which l'd chosen to ignore. lt was, I now realize,



foolish to have decided to ignore these important considerations;
but in the long run, doing so has taught me much, including just
why and how they are important. For without those convenient
crutches, I was left to my own devices, and with a serious problem.

On the one hand, I wanted to teach children's books that I

considered to be worthwhile as literature, in and for themselves,
rather than for the effects I might imagine they would have on an
audience of people quite unlike myself. On the other, I knew that
good children's books were different from other kinds of worthwhile
books-l couldn't simply choose good books by the criteria I

might use for adult literature, and since I no longer felt any great
fondness for that bear of my youth, I willingly acknowledged that
it would be merely effete to choose children's books for bear-
besotted adults. I needed a set of guidelines-or at least a list of
books I might explore in order to develop my own guidelines.

Since there were no such guidelines, and no such list, I had to
develop my own. Doing it was fun, for I soon discovered both an
intense delight in children's literature, and an abiding intellectual
fascination with it. A decade later, l've read enough children's
books, and thought enough about those books, to know which
ones I consider to be excellent or important-excellent in a way
peculiar to children's books; important in the specific context of
this unique kind of literature-and why.

Furthermore, l've learned enough about children's books to
recognize the limitations of the ivory tower I once inhabited, and
to have gained much respect for those who can speak with some
confidence about what children need or like in literature. As I tried
to understand what makes children's books unique, I had to
confront the obvious fact that these books are different from other
books simply because they are written for children. That meant I

could not enter the tower, close the door, and forget about the
audience; the ideas children's writers have about their audience
have an immense effect on their books, and the relative lack of
erperience children have with literature has an immense effect on
how they read those books. By coming to understand something of
the relationships between children and literature, l've come to
realize the extent to which a// literature must be understood and

iudged in terms of its effects on readers, real or imagined. lstill
distrust generalizations about what children, or any readers, like or
need-but I know now how important it is for us to investigate and
consider these areas.

I don't yet understand what children's literature is all about; I

espect I never will for sure, although I am immodest enough to
rontinually believe that lam continually getting closer. But this I

do know: the more I think about what excellence in children's
lherature consists of, the more I admire, the more complex I find,
and the more intensely I understand the same small number of
hooks. Those books are my own eternally useful touchstones.

Having those touchstones, I can now do what I could not do a



decade ago: I can think about children's literature in the same way
I think u6out Tennyson or Arnold. I can transcend both pseudo-

nostalgia and child psychology. I can work at trying to und.erstand

what it is about my touchstones that makes them excellent or
important, I can think about the books I admire in order to under-
stand why they might be admirable, what they might have in

common with each other, why they are indeed excellent children's
books. And in doing that, I can keep getting closer to an

understanding of what is special about children's literature, for the
peculiar usefulness of touchstones resides in their paradoxical
nature: they are the most distinguished books, and so they best
represent the distinguishing characteristics of the genre they belong
to. We not only belleve that /n Memoriam is a great poem,.and
therefore unique; we also see it as a particularly clear example of
what Victorian poetry is all about.

I had to find my own touchstones; so did others. My personal

voyage from fake nostalgia for a stuffed bear to real admiration for
booki like Winnie the Pooh stands as an example, and explains
why this book came into existence. Those others, many of them
English teachers like myself, but many others educators and
libiarians with a taste for literary pleasures, were separately
coming to realize that the conventional approaches to children's
literature, while useful and necessary, were simply not literary
enough in focus to answer the sorts of questions that a literary
educition had trained them to ask, that they enjoyed asking, and

that they believed to be important.
Fortunately, we were also finding each other. The annual

conferences of the newly-formed Children's Literature Association
were offering a forum for new ideas; so were journals like
Children's Li{erature and Chitdren's Literature in Education, and
soon, the Children's Literature Association's own Quarter/y' And
the more we talked with each other, the more we realized our
desire for what people interested in other sorts of literature
could simply take for granted: a set of touchstones, a list of works
everybody agreed were the important ones.

Without that, there was really no such thing as "children's
literature" that could be discussed by a sizeable number of people,

simply because there was no agreement about what children's
literature could safely be assumed to consist of, and above all, about
what especially mattered in it-what most needed to be discussed

and studied and understood. There were no ln Memoriams to admire
or to react violently against admiration of, only many different
people with many different ideas about what the In Memoriams
of ci-rildren's literature might be. Children's literature studies would
remain chaotic until such a shared context could be developed'

But even a decade ago, there were the beginnings of agreement
about which children's books might be considered touchstones.
The writers of the existing guidebooks did mention the same books
again and again; while they usually claimed to be choosing books



that children liked or needed, they were making their choices from
what was clearly a pre-established pool of books, books that
already seemed to be considered noteworthy without any reference
to likes and needs. For instance, many of them talked about how
children would like Peter Rabbit and what they would learn from it,
but few talked about how children would like or learn from Potter's
similar leremy Fisher. Furthermore, certain books were frequently
the subjects of papers at conferences and articles in iournals;
certain others were not, so that discussing them seemed to require
some particular justification. ln other words, there were touchstones,
but nobody had yet taken the trouble to identify them.

ln 1980, readers of the ChLA Quarterly were asked to name
those books they considered to be most significant in a variety of
categories. Those who responded were surprisingly unanimous in
their choices-so unanimous that some people criticized the use

of space to belabor the obvious. At about the same time, the board
of the Children's Literature Association appointed a committee to
develop a "canon"-a list of important children's books.

It was that committee-the ChLA Canon Committee-that
had the arrogance to name these touchstones. The most arrogant
thing about it was its name, for despite the fact that teachers of
literature use "canon" to refer merely to the literature usually
studied in English courses, the word has unfortunate implications
of restrictiveness, of laying down the law. As a member of the
committee, I can guarantee that it never could have legislated
anything. This is not to say that individual members of the
commitee would not have liked to have had their own preferences
declared to be the right ones and imposed on the world at large;
Lve are, after all, merely human, and humanly in love withour own
opinions. Exactly because we are merely human, though, we
needed to argue with each other; we needed to be a committee so

that we could sift out what in our ideas about the important
childern's books was shared, and what merely personal'

The committee considered a number of possible "canons." At
one point, were prepared a list of hundreds and hundreds of "good"
books -an interesting guide to a lifetime of reading, but, we soon
realized, far too general, far too broad in its definition of value,
to serve any more particular purpose. A Iist that might actually
help to define excellence had to separate the good from the likeable,
and the great from the good; we found ourselves eliminating three
particular kinds of books. The first were undeniably worthwhile, but
rvidely unread, the second widely popular but not particularly worth-
while; in other words, we realized that we were looking for books
that combined distinctiveness with popularity, and that neither
alone would do. The third category was the largest and the least
easy to deal with: those books that were undeniably excellent,
and were also widely read, but that were not, for want of a better
r,,r"ord, important-books that had elicited admiration but not
much discussion.



ln considering such books, we realized what were looking for:

touchstones, books that are paradoxically both the most unconven-
tional ind the most representative of conventions. The history of
unV irt is always the l-Listory of the innovations that worked-the
Beethoven symphonies and Picasso paintings that challenged the

old conventions and then became the basis of the new conventions.
A touchstone has to be unconventional enough to draw attention
to itself, to cause controversy, perhaps to encourage imitators;
ii.unnot be merely another excellent book of a conventional
strt. another good historical novel, another fine fantasy, another
excellent picture book.

The committee finally did its work by refusing to indulge in
the usual behavior of committees-there was no negotiating, and

finally, no compromise. We were looking for touchstones-books

"u"ryon" 
agreed were significant; we decided that the best way to

know that would be to discover what we all could agree on. so

*" rut down together in a room, and went through a.long list of
possibilities; we- agreed to include on our list only those books

lu"rvUoav in that r*oom felt should be included, and we promised

eacl-r other that we would not leave the room until we came up

with a final list. we were surprisingly unanimous. The ChLA list of
touchstones is not long- but it does represent the agreement of a
highly diverse group oT librarians, educators, and English teachers

ab"oui which .liildr"n'r books have both merit and significance.-- 
Tl-re list has faults. The books are mainly American or British,

and most were written in the last hundred or so years; our ideas

about significance are unfortunately parochial' While the list

rightly in"cludes children's versions of significant landmarks of our

.Jltui", such as the Greek and Norse myths, there is no mention
of the most significant and influential of such works: the Bible. ln
ignoring the aihievement of a brilliant practitioner of the difficult
a"rt of iruriting "simple" picture book texts like Margaret Wise

Brown, the llst ,"pi"t"nit the prejudice of English schola.rs for
complexity; indeed, one frequent criticism has been the inclusion
of long novels and short picture books on an equal basis, a'
criticisir based on what surely must be two wrong assumption.s-
that it somehow takes more genius to write a good long story than

a good short one, and that words are somehow more important
thln pictures. The list tends to mistrust exuberance and energy;

un "*u.ple 
is the choice of the wacky but relatively calm

Five Hundred Hats ol Bartholomew Cubbins to represent the works

of the often anarchic Dr. Seuss. The list implies that there is no

possibility for excellence outside the confines of linguistic. distinc-

iion, und'so eliminates innovative and popular but stylistically
undistinguished writers like Frank L. Baum and Beverly Cleary-
iuti ur c"riticism of adult literature tends to downplay the works

tf writers like Theodore Dreiser. lndeed, the list ignores some of
the most popular and influential of writers for children for no

clear reason (except, perhaps, the committee's distaste for them); it



might be argued the James Barrie's peter pan was a pray before itwas a novel, and the Judy Blume,s Are you Theri Eiiiir,, M",Margaret is too bland in .t";;rl.ation and style to be atouchstone; but both thure foo[, iu"" U"un widely popuiar, bothhave had hundreds of imitaior!,'""i"u"tn have excited such vastamounts of criticar discussion ihat-their signifrc-anlJ".ui-nurarube denied. Finatv, tne tisiict""i'pr"r"r."z" i"r'*"rirli. rtyru,of a rt down pravs ihe 
"nti 

r" 
"n 

i ti]v !t' oi,"n-"*.!i r""i'." ri""" i 

"ethat has been the .rinrtuy oi iriJrir"",i." for children.That,s a lot of objections. Y;'i)n. proud to have been amember of the committee tnuiproJr.ed the rist, for r berieve itsdeficiencies are not specificati in.i".r that committee. r berievethat it does, in fact, quite.a.;;;";;i;;;resent a current consensus
laongrt riterary. speciarists 

"t *t'ut-ionstitutes exceilence andrmportance in chirdren's riterature. rn doine st,"ii *"""L ,n"' rimitations of that.consensus-inJ ir'ut may wet be its mainusefurness' rn revearing*r'ui 
''" nu'ii*u to be significant, the ristallows us ro exptor:_q?[,h,; ,i;;;;;;and the weaknesses in ourunderstanding of srgn rtrcance.

As it happens, the decade in which teachers of literaturebegan to be interested in ;[,rJr;;'r";"or., *u, uiii.,"'oi'gr"u,rerment in North American int"f f".irui;f", ,;;" ,"'*[,Jil ,.n""utraditional ideas were b"i"; ;;;;liua; und while teachers ofchildren's riterature were co"nfro;;i"; ;1" chaos of rife without a*canon," other literary experts were envisaging the freedom of lifewithout one. Their reasons for d";; ,o ttirofir;;;;G;;'o"n ,nudeiiciencies of the ChLA rist .l,.r.rr"t,"""es, and r nopu,'rr,ti, *r,va deficient list is infinit"tv n"tt"itfiuri"io tist at allln recent decades, many acaderni.iiuuu come to believe thatdr definitions of excerien." ut" uriiiri'""-,i"r0,, by one segment ofhumanity to impos.e its tastes-o;";;;r, with less power. Theu-aditionar bodv of riterature .h"i;; t"#ugnt to uu *trln" r,'uau,n,cryrtains rerativerv rittre written uv *"-"-" ;;J Jil;;; 
"fii-,ll; o,htack- littre bv unuuoav oii",. in;"'*rllle mares of a cerrain irassand background. lnterestingly, ,"o, li in.ludes only one book'rritten for chirdren, Lewis cirr"tyt-atiie in wonderrand-and thecritics of adult literature *ho tut " ,qtjJ" ,*riously make it quiteq*ear that they do nof- consider it io be a book fo, riere,imsi'gnificant youngsters, for if rt *1t", thiy.urturnry wourd not bemsting their important time 

"n rt. io ii may be that A/ice, andthnnlson's ln Memoria-, ur" .onrii"rla touchstones becauseffinnry accord with the tastes and furtn"i lnu interests of those whodrcady have powe' eaucut"a, ;;i;;;;;i; weatthy, male or mate_donrinated members of the est]bl;;;;";i. perhaps the,.bad,,tastena mles to eniov a ress intereiltit ;-rtu,in* work of chirdren,slliimrature than A/ice or a poem by rennyson like Enoch Arden ismmety poputar taste. and i."J"-it jii_[_r"il; ;;;;i; 
" JJJ"",Hmpon in class warfare_

Similarry, then' naming touchstones of chirren's riterature can
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be seen as an attempt to impose the.tastes of a small group upon

the rest of humanity-i"n" lili tust inevitablv include only those

books that educat"d ;:;#;'"iiit" "t'"ulishment 
pre{er' books

that inevitautv ,uppo'i-ih;-;;l'"; of-edututed members of the

establishment; and ii 
'*""ia "i;;;;;";ks that mieht satisifv the

tastes or f urther trt"""itttit"itt- oJ 1"" powerful segments of

io.i"tu- in Particular, children'
A quick glance tiltil;h'th; ChLA list reveals the iustice of that

criticism. The books'"j;%;i exilusivelv.represent the Europeap

traditions of most *ii'-#'N.iitl nrn"ri.uns. These mvths and

legends and poems.";;i';";;ii ur" tr'" 
-iiterarv 

equipment of

well-educatud p"optul';:";i;';;t;i'n"i int economic and social

success-and so are;itJ;;i""t they exp.ress' Taken as a whole' in

fact, these books url"r'uifi"i"ti"gf""n..,i"i".tIv concerned with the

iovs of acceptance c,i;;i; ioi-"*itn coming to an accomodation

iiiii.' *n"1 
"ireadv 

is. 
ir apparently conservarivJ" ''" B;i;;;iing tirese books in terms of.the

conclusions is to rnlis"nJiih" point' A surorisins' number ot them

oualify their messag;tli;;;;;;nle with i'celeb*ration of childlike

{reedom and independence-ev"n unu'ihy lndeed' one of the

reasons these books'ui" it"tnttones is that they are not 
'merely

propaganda: they u'" *y""'lou' "nounh' 
subtle enough' rich

enough, that there 'l ut*o't always anotfr'er wav of reading them'

another qualificatio" "i'ih"'*t'es 
they seem to proclaim'

Yet in tne conteii "f trtirai""'s 
'books' even the praise of

vouthful anarchy is un-aJutt value-even radical leftist literature

for chirdren tries to make young readers into good radical

leftists. Children's Uf""ftt, *iti<;fil'3 "f*tus 
written bv adults for

children, always p';i"il uJuLt uulu"';,*hil" adults can hardly be

faulted {or wanting ;i;;tit";hlldien what it cost them much pain

to f ind out for ,f'"t'""f "?tl 
in" uauf t message to children i': 

ulyunt

conservative. This ;;;l;;;'i touchstones of children's literature

wiII serve un itpo'iJn"ttpd;;"li'- does nothinc'*9t" tlT^Tuk"

;i,.';r;i;ir;;-""a i., perhaps, encourase we adults to practrse our

inevitable nlunipriXiiSi.t' 
';i";hii;t"n i"ith some sense of the

potential danger i"';;;; *" u'" dgi.ng' and with some humilitv'

For we,,r,, "tun't^'i"j;iriiratJn-o'' to use a more positive

word, to educate th"*iiht"ld we choose io 
'etp"ct 

their individ-

ualitv by refusing l;';";iili;; 'h;; bv refusing'lli: ]1j"1:l
;h;;;t o*n uu'luJt, we would have to eive up' not iust choosrng

touchstones, u", "i"o,;tt;; 
b""ks fo' cfrildt"n altogether' And we

would leave them *jin'"iin"U., Uui tn" values they alreadv have-

the values of lack;i;;;;ii;fr' and lack of experience' To assume

that those values ;;" E;;;riching unJ i"rt useful than those of

educated, "*p"'i"itii 
p""pi"]irt""ou""lu"t may be arrogant; but

to assume otherwise is merely anarc.nlc'

Furthermore, ih" f;;;; runiprtuti"n implied bv the concept of

touchstones i, d":ii'J; ;; ;";ii'l"tive - even anti-man i pu Iative'

The ChLA firt aoii"'ioi p'ottultn subiective taste; it merelv
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describes communal values. Because the values are not just
subjective, they are discussable. Because they can be discusied,
they can, indeed they must, be explored and explained; anj
because they can be explained, the explanation can be disagreed
with-provided that those who disagree are willing to offer
explanations for their disagreement. The willingness to disagree,
and to enjoy the discussion of what one disagiees about, is the
basic assumption, the humble motivation behind the apparent
arrogance of our publically proclaiming what we acknowledge to
be a deficient list of touchstones. We don't want to proclaim the
law: we want to open a dialogue.

The book is part of that dialogue; and it shows that touchstones,
far from being sacrosanct and unquestionable, do indeed offer
much to think about, much to disagree about. Rather than take
excellence and literary significance for granted, these essays
explore those concepts. Each contributor was asked to write about
how or why the work in question might be considered a touchstone;
the answers are as various as the works, and together, they
constitute an investigation of value in literature in general, and in
children's literature in particular.

These volumes should most interest literary specialists and
others professionally involved with children's literature; but I hope
they wi ll also give teachers, parents, and librarians much to think
about. as they introduce children to books. We certainly don,t
intend that children should read only these touchstone works;
indeed, their doing so would deny the purpose of touchstones,
which is to offer guidance in the reading, understanding, and
evaluation of all sorts of literature. our naming and exploralon of
touchstones will have best served their purpose if adurts see the
virtue of giving children access to these touchstones along with- otfrer books, many other books, books of all kinds and of alr dlgrees
of quality-books that might be compared with the touchstones.

These essays wi ll have served their purpose even better if they
eflcourage adults to talk about literary excellence with children.
children have as much need for literary touchstones and for a way' oidiscussing the.pleasures offered them by literature as do literary

-critics. Above all, they need a way out of the prison of their own
linmature tastes and into a dialogue with the tastes of others;
tbrtunately, the way implied by the existence of this book can be
learned, and should be taught. The teaching of it may be
nanipulative, the imposition of adult patterni of thought on
,children; but once learned, this particular form of thoughtf-urness,
of exploration and explanation, can be a strong defense against
der more dangerous attempts at manipulation, propagandi only
rrcrks on those who don't know how to think about it. -

My ideas about children's literature are vastly different now
San they were a decade ago. They have been changed by my wide

in children's literature, which has shown me the limitations of
former pseudo-nostalgia; they have been changed even more by
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my own three children, who, in being triumphantl,u:"-11:llllig'n

""pt"Ji.iuUle, 
have.onii.tn"i my Jld preludice that no wise adult

should ever presum" i" gu"tt what children might like or actually

Jt "1"*-rnd 
also, ,";;fii me by their unpredictable responses the

-;;;;" significance oisuch r."ipont"t in understanding literature'

i "ri"" Jiii"rent children's books than I once did' and for dlfferent

reasonS.
But I still have that stuffed bear. or rather, I still live in, the

,u." norr" with it, f";li ["; f inally fulf illed the purpose for which

ii*ut int"naed: my children play with it' lt takes its place'in games

that also involve Cur" g;utt'and Barbies. l'm glad to see it there,

surrounded by commercialiied horrors that I tolerate only by

;ll;;;;;;y good ,unr"lt u put"nt to triumph over. mv outraged

l""riuiiitiut. j'm gluJ to see it there because I think it is an

L"l"rr""i ioy. rhe6"* irn,ia"sirable. It isn'r "child-like," carefuIlv

;;;is";J to giu" chilJren *hut ud'ltt think thev want;.it loo.ks a lot

f if<'"'i"uf U"uis look' But while it's very much a bear' it doesn't come

""i"rnU"*a 
by all t*it oi pre-packaged ideas about how to plav

*itn it; ift" .ftilar"n-can develop their own fantasies and games

uUout i,. tiisn't obsessively trying to teach anything' ln fact' that

bear is something oi u touC6iton'e for me, a toy by which other

iovtrnigftt be m"usur"d. And uft"r. all, books are just another sort

oi'iou:u means oi L"pt"ting the i.maginative playfulness 
'that

makes us human. t gueti that"bear still represents my ideas about

children's literature'
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